
Borough LCC Member? Comment

Westminster No

Coming from Holland it's a challenge to cycle in London. But I have to say that motorist in Holland are much more aware of us cyclists. Also I'd like to mention that although it's a difficulty getting around by cycle. 

There are a few cyclists I encounter who are acting quit dangerously along the way. I can imagine that a lot of motorists are irritated and acting so towards those ones. They make it  a lot harder to get around for 

those who do behave. Kind regards Edi

Westminster Yes Fantastic campaign - good luck!    The Haymarket is a complete death trap - an accident waiting to happen. Badly needs resurfacing and separate cycle facilities (especially at the junction from Piccadilly).

Westminster Yes Great job -please keep it up!!

Westminster No great someone is taking action

Westminster Yes happy to help where I can, time permitting.

Westminster Yes I am an existing member of the Westminster LCC group

Westminster Yes

I believe a main issue in increasing cycle safety is awareness/training for both cyclists and vehicle drivers, as to how to share the road. Although many areas of infrastructure are dangerous and must be redesigned 

to promote safer behaviour, it is *behaviour* which needs to be safe - it isn't possible to be completely segregated, and most of the cycle-lanes in London are so poorly designed that I avoid using them. The 

better behavioural aspect of road safety would positively affect all journeys, not just a few in specific locations.

Westminster Yes I found these options to be highly and overly prescriptive, to be honest. After having a bike stolen earlier this year, I would also like safe bike parking to become a priority.

Westminster Yes I greatly favour a 20mph speed limit but your questionnaire did not allow me to include it with the other choices!

Westminster Yes

I have been cycling in London since 1988. At that thime there were few cyclists around but those that did cycle were pretty competent. These days I see cyclists doing the stupidist things - there are many that 

don't seem to have any sense of self preservation. I would like to see LCC doing more to educate cyclists. If we don't improve the general competence of cyclists I believe we will be regulated.

Westminster Yes

I think the campaign also needs to address dangerous interactions between pedestrians and cyclists.      For example, I had a serious accident at the pedestrian crossing inside Marble Arch (NW corner of the park 

bordered by Bayswater Road and Park Lane.  I was riding into the park and had the right of way (green light) at that crossing.  I was already as far into the middle of the road as possible in order to avoid being 

taken out by jaywalking pedestrians, but someone still managed to step into my path, looking the wrong way, and in order not to hit him very hard, I swerved, braked hard and went over the handlebars.  The 

pedestrian ran off before I could speak with him.      Junctions frequented by tourists (such as this one) should be designed to force people both to look the right way and not to cross against the lights.    Keep up 

the good work!    Thanks,     Gile Downes

Westminster No

It would be nice to be able to cycle throughout the Royal parks. We need to instill a culture of responsibility that enables pedestrians and cyclists (and drivers) to share paths and allow that to be accepted and 

normal. Cycling should be like breathing and there should not be rivalry between pedestrians, cyclist and drivers . And parks should be more accomodating in allowing cyclists to cycle in more parts of them 

because cycling is environmentally friendly and such a pleasurable thing to do and cycling through a park (avoiding exhaust from the cars and the danger of cycling with traffic) is such joy and pleasure.

Westminster No Keep up the good job folks! This is a very important and compelling project!!

Westminster Yes Keep up the good work! And keep fighting the Gagging Bill that could stop you doing this effectively re all elections!

Westminster No not sure I will have that time but happy to help a bit 

Westminster Yes

One major outstanding point that should be addressed is the driving test.  In the Netherlands the driving education and exam contain specific training for drivers to be aware of cyclists.  Instead in London drivers 

are more likely to have an aggressive and malicious outlook towards cyclists rather than an awareness and consideration.

Westminster No really need more cycle routes through parks esp kensington Gdns and to do something about the resistance there from anti-cycling groups e.g. "The Friends of Kensington Gdns"

Westminster Yes respect by vehicles for the cycle box at traffic lights 

Westminster No Some cyclists do not ride safely in the blue lanes and I have seen instances where vehicle drivers are not sure what to do/where to position themselves when they want to turn left across a cycle super highway.

Westminster Yes We need more safe routes through parks, especailly the royal parks

Westminster Yes Well done , Cycling is a great way to get around, fast and clean


